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INTERIOR DESIGN / JOHN WILLEY, WILLEY DESIGN LLC
HOME BUILDER / SCOTT HOBBS, ROBERT MADIA AND
JEFFREY SANDREUTER, HOBBS, INCORPORATED

FRESH START
A LIVELY MAKEOVER FOR EMPTY NESTERS ADDS VITALITY
TO AN UPPER WEST SIDE CO-OP IN A 1908 LANDMARK.
WRITTEN BY ELAINE MARKOUTSAS / PHOTOGRAPHY BY REBECCA MCALPIN
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Right: In the foyer, a giclee from
Lillian August is set off by an
Asian-inspired, dark-stained Peony
console by Mariette Himes Gomez
for Hickory Chair. A standing 1950s
vintage mirror, one of a pair, backs
a Raul Grey cowhide bench with
a crisscrossed zinc-finished base
from Mecox. The sculpture is
from the homeowners’ travels to
Thailand, and the lamp is from RH.
Opposite: Art glass original to the
1908 building was unmasked and
restored—a stunning tour de force at
the end of the spacious foyer, where
a custom rug from Beauvais featuring
staggered stripes complements the
8-inch-wide walnut-plank floor. A pair
of chandeliers—Jonathan Browning’s
Le Petite Pentagone—reflects the
ceiling painted in Benjamin Moore’s
Wind’s Breath in a high-gloss finish.
The iron-and-woven-leather-strapped
bench is from Global Views, and the
two oils on canvas above it are called
Push and Pull by Meighan Morrison.

W

hen a 50s-something couple set out
to go house-hunting on New York’s
Upper West Side, little did they know
they would find their designer first.
“They called out of the blue,” says
interior designer John Willey. “They had seen a renovation
I had done, loved it and made a point to ask who did it. But,
although they liked the design, they needed more space
and continued with their home search.”
Empty nesters, the pair also wanted to start fresh, in a style
different from the sleek and modern, almost-showroom-like,
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look they were accustomed to: think dark espresso woods.
The couple soon found a place on Central Park West, just
two blocks from where they were living, but the apartment
needed an update, including mechanicals such as installing
air conditioning, which resulted in a complete gut rethinking
in both the decor and the floor plan. “It was very ornate,” says
Willey, who filed his plans with Carlo Zaskorski of Zaskorski
& Associates Architects, “heavy with picture moldings, crown
moldings and a black-and-white marble foyer that looked
like a hotel lobby.” So began a complete redesign to turn
the spaces into ones that were both timeless and youthful.

Above: A circa-1960 Baldwin grand piano
is positioned in the living room in front of
a shallow built-in painted cabinet used
for storage. On top of the cabinet is a
grouping of vintage handcrafted bisque
pottery; the rough textured bowl on the
piano is a German piece from the 1960s.
Left: Above the living room’s existing
stone fireplace is a watercolor by Yasu
Eguchi, set off by the pale shade of
Benjamin Moore’s Blue Lace on the
walls. The Piedmont sofas in polished
walnut—covered in chenille, linen and
cotton from Kravet—and the cerused-oak
chairs—clad in cotton-velvet by Glant—are
from Profiles. The Carrara marble table by
Timothy Oulton sits on recessed casters.
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Opposite: In the dining room, a wall-to-wall bookcase in cerused oak features open shelving for dinnerware and family
heirlooms as well as hideaway shelves behind doors with antiqued mirror panels. Above the cabinet, which is a nod to
older French bookcases and china cabinets, three picture lights provide downlight that illuminates beautifully at night.
Below: The dining room’s black-walnut Trousdale dining table from Profiles is teamed with four side chairs from
the homeowners’ collection and a pair of Bowmont host chairs from the Barbara Barry Realized by Henredon
collection, all upholstered in Rubelli Venezia’s Vello D’Oro chenille. The low-pile geometric rug is from Beauvais,
and the modern-look Barcelona polished-nickel chandelier by Fuse Lighting is from Dennis Miller Associates.

Early on, general contractors Jeffrey Sandreuter, project
lead, and Robert Madia, who served as project manager,
discovered one amazing surprise. At the end of that
extraordinarily spacious foyer there was a leaded-glass
window original to the 1908 landmark building that had
been boarded up. “It was behind a wall,” says Sandreuter.
“But it was a beautiful piece of glass. So, we took it out,
sent it to our glazier and lead specialist and restored it.”
Willey then created drama in the foyer by covering the
walls in a textured paper in a café au lait hue, adding a
custom-designed graphic rug with staggered stripes and a
pair of burnished antiqued-bronze light fixtures with frosted
tubular bulbs that hang from a ceiling he had painted in
beige lacquer. “The high-gloss ceiling really gives it a kick,”
says general contractor Scott Hobbs, who oversaw the
project along with Sandreuter and Madia.

The foyer sets a relaxed yet sophisticated tone for the
rest of the interiors. Although the homeowners originally
asked for a little more color than they were accustomed
to, Willey kept the palette soft, with pale shades of blue
and terra cotta, as seen in the living room, where the
designer chose the sofas for their shape. “The furniture is
grouped around the fireplace,” he says, “and you’re seeing
pieces from the backs and sides when you walk in. I just
love the sofa’s sensually shaped backs. They’re beautiful
and inviting. The chairs have Greek key side arms, and
a beautifully formed Carrara marble table is on recessed
casters, so it’s less monolithic and can be moved around.”
Since the homeowners were keeping their large inventory
of dinnerware and serving pieces, Willey addressed the
need for storage with a beautiful cerused-oak built-in on one
wall of the dining room, where open display for vintage china
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A vintage Chinese watercolor folding
screen was the starting point for
the design of the husband’s office.
A built-in desk extends to the wall
in front of the window and is joined
by a Saarinen chair. The built-in sofa
features a pair of twin mattresses;
its cushions are upholstered in an
aubergine mohair-silk from Knoll.
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Built-in bookcases wrap around
a nailhead-trimmed sleeper sofa
from Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
in the study, where the Asianinfluenced 1960s Danish chairs
are perfect in scale—broad but
not deep for the small room. The
mosaic oval petrified-wood table
with polished-nickel base is from
Palecek, and the zigzag-patterned
Mina Moroccan rug is from the
Ben Soleimani collection at RH.

“THE STUDY’S
DANISH CHAIRS
FROM THE 1960S
WERE A REAL
FIND; THEY
REALLY MAKE
THE ROOM.”
-JOHN WILLEY
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A subtly patterned wallcovering,
Artisan Stripe from Lee Jofa,
creates a soothing backdrop in
the master bedroom, where the
biscuit-tufted Soho bed from
Duralee is clad in a chevron print,
Jerome from the Cowtan & Tout’s
Valentina collection. The geometric
complements the custom wool
rug, whose Chinese blossoms
scatter shades of blue and green.
The Remy armoire, upholstered
in gray felt, is from Hickory Chair.

and family heirloom pieces is combined with closed doors
with antiqued mirror panels. Willey teamed the built-in with
a cerused-oak table and the owners’ existing side chairs. He
then added wing chairs upholstered in chenille in a shade
of blue that perfectly matches the walls.
One of Willey’s favorite treatments, however, is on the
master bedroom walls. “It’s a stunning wallpaper featuring a
soft cascading pattern that feels like rain or an artist dabbling
with a paintbrush. It’s great because it complements all
the subtle pattern in this room.” For example, the designer
had fallen in love with a rug in a Chinese blossom motif yet
was also a little nervous about the diamond pattern in the
upholstered headboard. “But the softness of all the colors
don’t conflict,” he says.
Since the couple’s adult children are in college, they
decided they could get by perfectly well with without
the second and third bedrooms that they currently had,
choosing instead to make the office and the study easily
convertible into guest rooms. The husband’s office was
planned around an antique 19th-century Chinese folding
screen she inherited from her mother that hangs over a
built-in sofa/daybed covered in aubergine-hued velvet.
The use of lustrous fabrics continue in the study, where a
bookcase was built around an 80-inch mohair-silk sleeper
sofa in a dramatic shade of Bordeaux. The study’s Danish
chairs from the 1960s were a real find, says Willey. “They
really make the room.” On the walls, a metallic paper
weave provides beautiful shimmer.
The layout now perfectly suits the needs of the couple,
who also love their stylish interior decor. “In New York,
space is always at a premium,” says Hobbs, “but John
did a wonderful job of repurposing an old space for
today’s lifestyle.”
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